Abstract. We analyze parametrized families of multimodal 1D maps that arise as singular limits of parametrized families of rank one maps. For a generic 1-parameter family of such maps that contains a Misiurewicz-like map, it has been shown that in a neighborhood of the Misiurewicz-like parameter, a subset of parameters of positive Lebesgue measure exhibits nonuniformly expanding dynamics characterized by the existence of a positive Lyapunov exponent and an absolutely continuous invariant measure. Under a mild combinatoric assumption, we prove that each such parameter is an accumulation point of the set of parameters admitting superstable periodic sinks.
Introduction
This paper is about how the dynamics depend on the parameter in certain parametrized families of dynamical systems. We study the 1-parameter families of multimodal 1D maps that are obtained by passing to the singular limits of parametrized families of rank one maps. The theory of rank one maps developed by Wang and Young [35, 39] provides checkable conditions that imply the existence of strange attractors with strong stochastic properties in parametrized families of dissipative diffeomorphisms. This theory is based on the parameter exclusion techniques of Jakobson [17] , the analysis of the Hénon family by Benedicks and Carleson [6, 7] , the construction of SRB measures for the Hénon family by Benedicks and Young [9] , and the theory of Young towers [40, 41] . We briefly summarize the theory of rank one maps in order to motivate the setting and results of this paper.
Let N 2 and let M = I × D N −1 , where I is an interval or a circle and D N −1 is the closed unit disk in R N −1 . Consider a 1-parameter family {T a : a ∈ [a 0 , a 1 ]} of diffeomorphisms T a : M → M that map M diffeomorphically into its interior. Suppose that the family T a is sufficiently close in the C 3 topology to a singular family of maps S a : M → I × {0}. By restricting each S a to I × {0}, we obtain the singular limit, a multimodal family of 1D maps f a : I → I. Roughly speaking, the theory of rank one maps asserts that if the singular limit contains a strongly expanding Misiurewicz-type map and if certain transversality and nondegeneracy conditions are met, then there exists a set Λ ⊂ [a 0 , a 1 ] of positive Lebesgue measure such that for a ∈ Λ, T a admits a strange attractor that supports a unique SRB measure µ. The SRB measure µ satisfies the central limit theorem and exhibits exponential decay of correlations for Hölder continuous observables. See [35, 39 ] for a precise description of the theory of rank one maps. The theory has been applied in a variety of settings, including simple mechanical systems [36], Hopf bifurcations and limit cycles driven by periodic pulsatile drives [37, 26] , periodically-forced systems with dissipative homoclinic loops [34] , systems with multiple time scales [16] , certain parabolic partial differential equations [19] , and electronic circuitry [33] . This paper studies how the dynamics depend on the parameter in singular limit families f a associated with families of diffeomorphisms T a to which the theory of rank one maps applies. We call such families admissible families.
A 1-parameter C 2 family {f a : a ∈ [a 0 , a 1 ]} of multimodal maps f a : I → I is an admissible family if the family contains a strongly expanding Misiurewicz-type map f a * (see Definition 2.1) and if a certain parameter transversality condition is satisfied (see Definition 2.2). Wang and Young [38] prove that in a neighborhood of a * , there exists a set ∆ of positive Lebesgue measure such that for a ∈ ∆, f a admits an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure and satisfies (G1) and (G2) (see Section 2.3). Moreover, a * is a Lebesgue density point of ∆. Conditions (G1) and (G2) are of Collet-Eckmann type. Roughly speaking, (G1) controls the rate at which critical orbits may approach the critical set and (G2) says that derivatives along the critical orbits grow at an exponential rate. The techniques used in [38] are not new and many similar results have been obtained in various contexts. See e.g. [6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 17, 20, 24, 27, 28, 31] . Tsujii [30] proves perhaps the strongest version of the result in [38] by obtaining a set analogous to ∆ under weaker assumptions on the starting parameter a * . Note also that the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure follows from conditions substantially weaker than (G1) and (G2) (see e.g. [10, 11, 14, 23, 25] ). We work in the setting of [38] because we are interested in the admissible families that are obtained by passing to the singular limits of families of rank one maps. We hope that both this paper and [38] will serve as points of entry into the theory of rank one maps.
We prove (Theorem 1) that if an admissible family satisfies a mild combinatoric assumption, then every parameter a ∈ ∆ is an accumulation point of parameters corresponding to maps with superstable periodic sinks (a superstable periodic sink of a map g : I → I is a critical point c ∈ I such that g n (c) = c for some n ∈ N). Theorem 1 is the main result of this paper. We show that the combinatoric assumption is satisfied by admissible families of long-branched maps (Theorem 2) and that the combinatoric assumption is always satisfied by admissible families of unimodal maps (Theorem 3). These results constitute a first step toward the goal of understanding how the dynamics depend on the parameter in admissible families of 1D maps.
This goal is relevant to any parametrized family of dynamical systems and significant progress has been made in various contexts. Much is known about the quadratic family {q a : a ∈ [1, 2]} of 1D maps defined by q a (x) = 1 − ax 2 on J = [−1, 1]. The dynamical properties of q a depend sensitively on the value of the parameter a. For this family, there are 2 primary dynamical scenarios competing in the space of parameters: the existence of periodic sinks and the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure. Let ∆ s be the set of all a ∈ [1, 2] such that q a admits a periodic sink and let ∆ e be the set of all a ∈ [1, 2] Statement (1) implies that maps with periodic sinks dominate parameter space in the topological sense. On the other hand, (2) implies that, at least in the vicinity of a = 2, maps with absolutely continuous invariant measures dominate in the measure-theoretic sense. See [1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 12] for extensions and refinements of statement (3) in the context of more general unimodal families. Kozlovski, Shen, and van Strien [18] have shown that in the one-dimensional setting, real polynomials with periodic attractors are dense in the space of real polynomials. It follows from this that maps with periodic attractors are dense in C k (I, I) for all k ∈ N, for k = ∞, and for k = ω. We remark that Theorem 1 does not follow from the fact that maps with periodic attractors are dense in C 2 (I, I) because the intersection of a given admissible family with the set of maps with periodic attractors may not be dense in the topology on the parameter interval. In fact, the following is a major challenge. Question 1.1. Let {f a : a ∈ [a 0 , a 1 ]} be a C 2 admissible family. Does f a have a periodic attractor for a dense set of parameter values a?
We conclude the introductory material by noting that a version of Theorem 3 is proved by Thunberg in [29] . This paper is organized as follows. We present the setting of [38] and we state our results in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove Theorems 2 and 3 by applying Theorem 1. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on techniques presented in [38] . We gather what we need from [38] into one proposition to provide a coherent presentation. We then prove this proposition in Section 5. This paper is self-contained modulo one isolated technical result from [38].
Statement of results

2.1.
The class E. First we introduce Misiurewicz maps. Let I denote the unit interval or the circle. For f ∈ C 2 (I, I), let C = C(f ) = {x ∈ I : f (x) = 0} denote the critical set of f . For δ > 0, let C δ denote the δ-neighborhood of C in I. Let C δ (c) denote the δ-neighborhood of c ∈ C. Definition 2.1 (Misiurewicz map). We say f ∈ C 2 (I, I) is a Misiurewicz map and we write f ∈ E if the following hold. (A) There exists δ 0 > 0 such that (1) for all x ∈ C δ0 , f (x) = 0, and (2) for all c ∈ C(f ) and
There exist positive constants b 0 and λ 0 such that the following hold for all δ < δ 0 and n > 0.
(
This definition is equivalent to the definition of class M in Section 1.1 of [38] in the sense that f ∈ E if and only if f ∈ M. Definition 2.1(B) asserts that derivatives grow at a uniform exponential rate (modulo a prefactor) along orbits that remain outside C δ . For every c ∈ C(f ), the derivative (f n ) (f (c)) grows exponentially by Definition 2.1(A2) and (B1).
Admissible families. Let
We assume that there exists a * ∈ (a 1 , a 2 ) such that f a * ∈ E. For each c ∈ C(f a * ), there exists a continuation c(a) ∈ C(f (a)) provided a is sufficiently close to a * by Definition 2.1(A1).
. For all parameters a sufficiently close to a * , there exists a unique continuation β c (a) of β c (a * ) such that the orbits {f n a * (β c (a * )) : n 0} and {f n a (β c (a)) : n 0} have the same itineraries with respect to the partitions of I induced by C(f a * ) and C(f a ). This means that for all n 0, f
2.3. Main results. We begin by describing the main result of [38] . Let {f a : a ∈ [a 1 , a 2 ]} be an admissible family and let a * ∈ (a 1 , a 2 ) be such that f a * ∈ E. Set b 1 = b 0 δ 0 and fix λ λ 0 /5. For α > 0, let ∆(λ, α) denote the set of parameters a ∈ [a 1 , a 2 ] such that f a satisfies the following: for all c ∈ C(f a ) and for all n > 0,
−αn }, and
It is proved in [38] that maps satisfying (G1) and (G2) admit invariant probability measures absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure provided α is sufficiently small and a is sufficiently close to a * . It follows directly from the proofs in [38] that the relative measure |∆(λ, α) ∩ (a * − , a * + )|/2 → 1 as → 0. We now introduce the combinatorics we need to state the main theorem of this paper.
For f ∈ E, let C = C(f ) = {c (1) , . . . , c (q) } be the set of critical points of f . For δ > 0 and 1
δ and assume that there exist n = n(i) and j = j(i) associated with J (i) such that
1 If I is an interval, let c (0) and c (q+1) denote the endpoints of I. If I is a circle, we use the cyclic convention
Define the collection
We associate a directed graph P(J δ ) with J δ as follows. The graph P(J δ ) contains q vertices v 1 , . . . , v q representing c (1) , . . . , c (q) . There exists a directed edge from v i to v in P(J δ ) if and only if j(i) = .
Definition 2.3. We say that a vertex v i0 in P(J δ ) is completely accessible if for every 1 i q, there exists a directed path from v i to v i0 in P(J δ ).
We now state the main theorem of this paper.
} be an admissible family and let a * ∈ (a 1 , a 2 ) be such that f a * ∈ E. Fix λ λ0 5 . Then for α < λ sufficiently small, there exists δ 1 > 0 sufficiently small such that the following holds. If f a * admits a collection J δ such that the directed graph P(J δ ) has a completely accessible vertex for some δ ≤ δ 1 , then for everyâ ∈ ∆(λ, α) sufficiently close to a * , there exists a sequence a n →â such that for every n ∈ N, the map f an admits a superstable periodic sink.
Remark 2.4. Once a directed graph P = P(J δ ) is obtained, checking for the existence of a completely accessible vertex is straightforward. We associate a q × q matrix D = (d ij ) with P as follows. Set d ij = 1 if there exists a directed edge from v i to v j in P and set
The vertex v j0 is completely accessible if and only if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ q, there exists n > 0 such that d
Theorem 2 states that Theorem 1 applies to admissible families of maps with long branches. Admissible families satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2 frequently arise in applications of the theory of rank one maps.
Theorem 2. Assume that
} be an admissible family and let a * ∈ (a 1 , a 2 ) be such that f a * ∈ E. Suppose that f a * satisfies (1) e λ0 > 2, and
Then for every α sufficiently small and for everyâ ∈ ∆(λ, α) sufficiently close to a * , there exists a sequence a n →â such that for every n ∈ N, the map f an admits a superstable periodic sink.
The combinatorial hypothesis in Theorem 1 is always satisfied by admissible families of unimodal maps:
Theorem 3. Let {f a : a ∈ [a 1 , a 2 ]} be an admissible family of unimodal maps and let a * ∈ (a 1 , a 2 ) be such that f a * ∈ E. Then for every α sufficiently small and for everyâ ∈ ∆(λ, α) sufficiently close to a * , there exists a sequence a n →â such that for every n ∈ N, the map f an admits a superstable periodic sink.
Remark 2.5. Thunberg [29] independently proves Theorem 3 for admissible families of unimodal maps. Ures [32] proves an analogous theorem for Hénon-like maps.
Remark 2.6. Theorems 2 and 3 are simply two specific propositions derived from Theorem 1. One could formulate and prove other variations, including a version of Theorem 2 for interval maps.
Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 assuming Theorem 1
We begin with two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let f ∈ E and let C = C(f ) = {c (1) , . . . , c (q) } be the set of critical points of f . The following holds provided δ is sufficiently small. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, there exists a subinterval
, and j(i) ∈ {1, . . . , q} such that
Proof of Lemma 3.1. For i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, let S i be one of the components of C
We prove the existence of J (i) , n(i), and j(i) in two steps. First, we iterate S i under f until the image intersects C δ for the first time. Let m 2 be such that
by Definition 2.1(A1) and (B1), where κ = 1 2 min x∈C δ |f (x)|. This exponential growth estimate implies that the images of S i must intersect C δ . Let m 1 be the largest m as in the above. We have
δ , then we let J (i) be one of the connected components
for some . We argue that k 0
by Definition 2.1(B2). Therefore,
16 .
This implies
On the other hand, we must have
Lemma 3.2. Assume that f ∈ E satisfies assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2. For all δ sufficiently small, f admits a collection J δ such that the directed graph P(J δ ) has a completely accessible vertex. Furthermore,
, where K 0 = 6 λ0−ln 2 . Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let j 0 ∈ {1, · · · , q} be fixed. We construct a directed graph P(J δ ) with completely accessible vertex v j0 . Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , q} and let S i be one of the components of C
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, there exists
, then set n(i) = m 1 and let J (i) be one of the components of
by assumption (2) of Theorem 2. In this case, define n(i) = m 1 + 1 and set
) for some ∈ {1, . . . , q}. This claim is proved as follows. We iterate L 0 under f , deleting all parts that fall into C δ . After k steps, the undeleted part of f k (L 0 ) is made up of finitely many segments. Suppose that for k n, none of these segments contain some (c ( ) , c ( +1) ). This implies that the undeleted part of f n (L 0 ) consists of at most 2 n segments. We estimate the average length of these segments at time n. The pull-back to L 0 of all of the deleted parts has measure bounded above by 
Proof of Theorem 2. (Assume Theorem 1.) Let δ δ 1 be small enough that Lemma 3.2 applies. By Lemma 3.2, the map f a * admits a collection J δ such that the directed graph P(J δ ) has a completely accessible vertex. Theorem 2 is now a direct corollary of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. (Assume Theorem 1.) Let δ δ 1 be small enough that Lemma 3.1 applies. By Lemma 3.1, the map f a * admits a directed graph P(J δ ) consisting of one vertex and one directed edge. This vertex is completely accessible, so Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1
4.1. Preliminaries. Let F = {f a : a ∈ [a 1 , a 2 ]} be an admissible family and let a * ∈ (a 1 , a 2 ) be such that f a * ∈ E. Let λ λ0 5 be fixed throughout. In what follows, three positive constants are critically important. They are α, δ, and . The constant α is as in (G1), δ represents the size of the critical interval around each critical point, and is used to define a small parameter interval ∆ 0 = [a * − , a * + ] around a * . In the rest of this paper, we will only consider parameters a ∈ ∆ 0 . The constants α, δ, and are small numbers chosen in the order that they are listed here. That is, δ depends on α and depends on both α and δ. All three constants are assumed to be sufficiently small and are reduced in size if necessary as we go along. The letter K represents generic constants independent of α, δ and . We allow the value of K to vary from line to line. Specific values of K we wish to track will be given subscripts.
For notational simplicity, let us assume from this point on that C(f a ) = C(f a * ) = C where C = {c (1) , · · · , c (q) } for a ∈ ∆ 0 . Let Q 0 = {I µ } be the following partition on (−δ, δ). Assume δ = e −µ * for some µ * ∈ Z + . For µ µ * , let I µ = (e −(µ+1) , e −µ ). For µ −µ * , let I µ be the reflection of I −µ about 0. We define a partition Q(c) on C δ (c) for a critical point c ∈ C by shifting the center of Q 0 from 0 to c. We refer to the members of Q(c) simply as 'I µ '. For I µ ∈ Q(c), let I + µ denote the union of I µ and the two elements of Q(c) adjacent to it (for I µ * we use I µ * −1 as one of the adjacent intervals). For an interval ω ⊂ C δ , we write
Recall that {f a } is defined by f a (x) = F (x, a) for some C 2 map F : I × [a 1 , a 2 ] → I. Also recall that ∆(λ, α) is defined through (G1) and (G2) in Section 2.3. First we have Lemma 4.1. Let α be sufficiently small and assume thatâ ∈ ∆(λ, α). There exists a constant L > 1 independent of α, δ, and such that for all N sufficiently large, a
Proof of Lemma 4.1. In this proof we denote
This combined with (G1) for d(x n , C) implies (1) of this lemma.
To prove (2) we let
for L sufficiently large (independent of α, δ and ). Property (2) now follows from (G2) for w n .
Evolution of critical curves. Forâ
where L is as in Lemma 4.1. It suffices to prove that there exits N 0 sufficiently large such that for every N > N 0 , there exists a N ∈ ∆ N (â) such that f a N admits periodic sinks. In this subsection we fix i 0 ∈ {1, · · · , q}. We define c = c (i0) and γ n (a) = f n a (c). First we need to study the evolutions of curves γ n : ∆ N (â) → I. We denote
For the evolutions of γ n , there are four time indices worth noting. The first is the time the derivatives of γ n start to grow exponentially. This time will be denoted as m 0 . The second is a time index N m 0 , sufficiently large such that ∆ N (â) ⊂ ∆ 0 . Note that N is chosen after . The third time index is 1 ψ N . This is a time before which the size of γ n must be relatively long. Observe that We now state the properties of the evolutions γ n we need in proving Theorem 1. In what follows, In addition, assume that N m 0 is sufficiently large and let a ∈ ∆ N (â) be such that a ∈ Π(n) for some n ≥ m 0 . Then there exist constants K 1 , K 2 > 1 independent of α, δ, and such that
λ |µ| for some K −1 2 |µ| p 3 λ |µ|. Property (D1) states that there is a time m 0 when we see exponential growth of derivatives of the critical curves with respect to a for all a ∈ ∆ 0 . Property (D2) states that along the critical orbit of a good parameter (a parameter satisfying (4.1) and (4.2)), the derivatives of the critical curves grow exponentially as long as the orbit stays out of C δ . Property (D3) states that the potential drop in the derivative caused by a return to C δ will be compensated for by growth in future iterates. In a relatively short period of time, exponential growth of derivatives will again be observed. Note that there is no need for us to put an upper bound on n in this proposition. Π(n) is well-defined for all n > m 0 .
Let a ∈ Π(N 1 ). This proposition implies the following for the evolutions of the derivatives τ n (a) for n ≤ N 1 . The derivative for the first m 0 iterates is not relevant. Let t 1 ≥ m 0 be the first time γ t1 (a) ∈ C δ . We call t 1 the first free return time. For m 0 ≤ n ≤ t 1 , τ n grows exponentially according to (D2). The derivative will drop at γ t1 (a) because γ t1 (a) is close to C. However, (D3) claims that there exists p 1 relatively small such that the derivative at t 1 + p 1 has regained a definite amount of exponential growth. We call the time period from t 1 to t 1 + p 1 a bound period. We then have the next free return time t 2 and the next bound period p 2 , and so on. In this way, the time interval from m 0 to N 1 is divided into an alternating sequence of free intervals (t k + p k , t k+1 ] and bound periods (t k+1 , t k+1 + p k+1 ]. We have the following corollary of (D1)-(D3).
Corollary 4.3. For a ∈ Π(n), let i > t 1 + p 1 be a free return time such that i < n. Then
Proof of Corollary 4.3. Let i be such that
where t j are the times of free returns and p j are the corresponding bound periods before time i. Combining (D2)(b) and (D3)(a), we have
Note that each copy of K −1 is absorbed by reducing the exponent of growth from 
where L is as in Lemma 4.1. Assume that for δ > 0 sufficiently small, there exists a collection J δ such that the directed graph P(J δ ) admits a completely accessible vertex v i0 . Denote c = c (i0) and let γ n : ∆ N (â) → I be such that γ n (a) = f n a (c). We assume that δ > 0 is small enough so that Proposition 4.2 holds. Choose N such that N > m 0 and ∆ N (â) ⊂ ∆ 0 .
Step 1. We prove that there exists a time n 0 , m 0 n 0 < N ψ , such that (1) for each n < n 0 , either γ n (∆ N (â)) is completely out of C δ or there exists µ ∈ Z satisfying |µ| ≥ µ * (µ Step 2. We prove that there exists a subinterval ω ⊂ ∆ N (â) and N 1 > n 0 such that γ N1 (ω) ⊃ C δ (c (j) ) for some j ∈ {1, · · · , q}. This is proved as follows. Let |µ 0 | be the smallest |µ| ∈ Z + such that γ n0 (∆ N (â)) ⊃ I µ0 , and let ρ 0 ⊂ ∆ N (â) be an interval such that γ n0 (ρ 0 ) = I µ0 . Sinceâ ∈ ∆(λ, α), the choice of µ 0 implies that ρ 0 ⊂ Π(n 0 ).
Applying ( Suppose that for some 0, γ n0+p0+k (ρ 0 ) contains no I µ for all 0 k , and n 0 + p 0 + is a free return time. From n 0 + p 0 to n 0 + p 0 + , the image of ρ 0 is either free and stays outside of C δ , or it returns to C δ freely with the image completely contained inside of some I + µ . Properties (D2) and (D3) together imply that ρ 0 ⊂ Π(n 0 + p 0 + ), and from Corollary 4.3 we have
It then follows that there exists a free return time n 1 > n 0 +p 0 such that γ n1 (ρ 0 ) ⊃ I µ for some I µ for the first time. Let I µ1 be the longest I µ inside of γ n1 (ρ 0 ) and let ρ 1 ⊂ ρ 0 be a subinterval such that γ n1 (ρ 1 ) = I µ1 . We have
by (4.5). The choice of µ 1 implies that ρ 1 ⊂ Π(n 1 ). Inductively, suppose we have constructed ρ k ⊂ ρ k−1 , µ k ∈ Z, and n k ∈ Z + such that ρ k ⊂ Π(n k ) and
Suppose that for some 0, γ n k +p k +j (ρ k ) contains no I µ for all 0 j , and n k + p k + is a free return time. Then ρ k ⊂ Π(n k + p k + ) with
Again, let n k+1 n k + p k be the smallest free return time such that γ n k+1 (ρ k ) ⊃ I µ for some I µ . Let I µ k+1 be the longest I µ such that γ n k+1 (ρ k ) ⊃ I µ and let ρ k+1 ⊂ ρ k be a subinterval such that γ n k+1 (ρ k+1 ) = I µ k+1 . We have
by (4.7). The choice of µ k+1 implies that ρ k+1 ⊂ Π(n k+1 ). This inductive procedure must terminate after finitely many steps because of (4.8). So there exists a free return time n k , a subinterval ρ k ⊂ ∆ N (â) and |µ k | = µ * such that γ n k (ρ k ) = I µ k . Letting the bound period for this free return be p k , we also have
At this point we repeat the proof of Lemma 3.1 (regarding δ 0 in that proof as |γ n k +p k (ρ k )| and putting (D2) in the position of Definition 2.1(B). We conclude that there exists ω ⊂ ρ k , N 1 > n k + p k , and a critical point
Step 3. Recall that v i0 is a completely accessible vertex of the directed graph P(J δ ) associated with a collection
satisfying (1) and (2) at the beginning of Section 3 for f = f a * . We start with the index j in (4.9). Since i 0 is completely accessible, there is a path
We conclude that there exists an interval J ⊂ J (j) such that
We are finally ready to finish our construction of a parameter admitting a superstable periodic sink. Let T ∈ Z + and let the subinterval J be as in (4.10). Set K = F C 1 . Let be sufficiently small so that
, we conclude that there exists a ∈ ζ such that f
. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Proposition 4.2
In this section we prove Proposition 4.2. The conclusions we gather in this proposition are proved in [38] . These conclusions and their proofs, however, are mixed with other more complicated considerations in [38] , such as estimates on global distortions, a large deviation argument and interactions of different critical curves. To make a coherent presentation, we provide a self-contained proof in this section. We hope this will save the reader the trouble of going through the entire length of [38] to achieve a complete proof of Proposition 4.2.
5.1. Phase space dynamics. In this subsection we fix a ∈ ∆ N (â) and assume that N is large enough so that ∆ N (â) ⊂ ∆ 0 where ∆ 0 = [a * − , a * + ]. Let α, δ, and be the same as before. See the first paragraph of Section 4 for a discussion about these constants. 5.1.1. Outside of C δ . We start with exponential growth of derivatives for orbit segments staying out of
Lemma 5.1 (Outside of C δ ). Let be sufficiently small depending on δ. We have
Proof of Lemma 5.1. By Definition 2.1(B1), there exists M = M (δ) such that for all
We choose small enough so that f is sufficiently close to f a * for M iterates in the following sense.
(1) If x and n are as in Lemma 5.1 and n M , then |(f n ) (x)−(f n a * ) (x)| is small enough that the conclusions of Lemma 5.1 follow from Definition 2.1(B).
. For n > M , we let k be such that kM n < (k + 1)M . We estimate |(f n ) (x)| using the chain rule,
) for i k using (2) above, and comparing (f n−kM ) (f kM (x)) with (f n−kM a * ) (f kM (x)) using (1).
5.1.2.
Bound periods and recovery. Let N be fixed and let f = f a , where
} denote the set of critical points of f . By Lemma 4.1 we have, for all c ∈ C(f ) and n ≤ N ,
Let c = c (i) ∈ C(f ) be a critical point and let x ∈ C δ (c (i) ). Intuitively, the derivative growth of the critical orbit given by (G2)' is copied to a certain extent by the orbit of x. We make this intuition precise.
Definition 5.2. Let c ∈ C(f ) and suppose x ∈ C δ (c). We define p(x), the bound period of x, to be the largest positive integer j such that |f
In what follows, let x k = f k (x). We have Lemma 5.3 (local distortion estimate). Let c ∈ C(f ) and x ∈ C δ (c). Then for all y ∈ [c, x] and k min{p(x), N }, we have
Proof of Lemma 5.3. First, we have
We choose h 0 large enough that e −αh0 < Next, we choose δ small enough that
Finally, we let be small enough that d(c j , C) > δ0 2 for all j h 0 . Then
e −αj 1.
Our next lemma is a version of (D3) in phase space.
Lemma 5.4. Let c ∈ C(f ) and let x ∈ I µ ⊂ C δ (c) with |µ| < αN ψ . Let p(x) be the bound period. Then
We also have the following.
λ |µ| .
Proof of Lemma 5.4. First we prove (5.1). Suppose |x − c| = e −h . We first establish the upper bound on p(x). For n < min{p(x), N }, Lemma 5.3 and (G2)' imply
This inequality implies that p(x) 3h λ N provided h is sufficiently large (or δ is sufficiently small). For the lower bound, we observe that for n ∈ N,
|x n − c n |.
This inequality gives
provided h is sufficiently large (or δ is sufficiently small).
We now prove (a). The inequality The final quantity is greater than e λp/3 provided that p is sufficiently large, or, equivalently, that δ is sufficiently small.
We finish with the proof of (b provided |µ| is sufficiently large (or δ is sufficiently small).
For a proof of this lemma we refer the reader to Section 4. 2 of [38] . This is a proof the reader can pick up directly from [38] without interference from other parts of that paper. We skip it here because the arguments used in proving this lemma are not related to the techniques developed so far and they are not used anywhere else in this paper.
The assumption ξ(c) = 0 implies the equivalence of spatial and parametric derivatives.
Proposition 5.7 (Derivative Equivalence). Let be sufficiently small. Then there exists m 0 ∈ Z + such that the following holds. For all n > m 0 , a ∈ ∆ N , and under the assumption that a ∈ Π(n), we have . Let W (a, i) denote the expression on the right side of (5.4). We choose m 0 large enough that the following hold.
(1) e −αm0/ψ < δ; We now prove Proposition 4.2.
Proof of (D1). Observe that the condition a ∈ ∆ N (â) can be replaced by a ∈ ∆ 0 if n in Proposition 5.7 is m 0 + 1. Property (D1) follows from Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.1(a) because by making sufficiently small, we keep γ k (∆ 0 ) out of C δ for 1 ≤ k ≤ m 0 .
Proof of (D2). Property (D2) follows from Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.1.
Proof of (D3). Property (D3)(a) follows directly from Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.4(a). For (D3)(b) we assume α satisfies (5.5) ( K) For all a, a ∈ ω and j p, we have |γ n+j (a) − f j a (γ n (a))| = |F j (γ n (a), a) − F j (γ n (a), a)| K j |a − a| K j |ω|.
